From: Chades M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%internet [Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2001 3:03 PM
To: Willares, Ronald L...
Cc: Andrew_O._Lundquisi@ovp.eop.gov; Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov; J_howardj@ec4.eop.gov; Tom_fulton@IOS.DOI.gov%internet; Kjersen_drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Dina.Ellis@dos.trea.gov%internet; McManusmt@State.gov%internet; Michele.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%internet; Patricia.StahlSchmidt@FEMA.gov%internet; Brenner.Rob@EPA.gov%internet; Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov%internet; Beale.John@EPA.gov%internet; MPeacock@omb.eop.gov%internet; Mark_A._Weatherly@omb.eop.gov%internet; Robert_C._McNally@opd.eop.gov%internet; J_howardj@ceq.eop.gov%internet; William_bettenberg@IOS.DOI.gov%internet; Tom_fulton@IOS.DOI.gov%internet; Kjersen_drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Mlbianc@ceq.eop.gov%internet; Bruce.baughman@FEMA.gov%internet; Charles_m.Hess@USACE.army.mil%internet; akeeler@ceq.eop.gov%internet; commcoll@aol.com%internet; Karen_E._Keller@omb.eop.gov%internet; Carol_J._Thompson@who.eop.gov%internet; Sandra_L_Via@omb.eop.gov%internet; Megan_D._Moran@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Janet_P._Walker@opd.eop.gov%internet; Ronald_L._Silberman@omb.eop.gov%internet; Lori_A._Krause@omb.eop.gov%internet; WheelerE@State.gov%internet; Mark_J._Sullivan@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%internet; John_Fenzel@ovp.eop.gov%internet
Subject: Commerce Recommendations

Attached are Commerce's draft recommendations for your review

(See attached file: DRAFT Commerce Recs.doc)
To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE  
cc:  
Subject: FEMP's Policy Recs, Take 2

Forwarded by Darrell Besch/EE/DOE on 03/06/2001 04:06 PM

To: Darrell Besch/EE/DOE@DOE  
cc: Joan Glickman/EE/DOE@DOE, Beverly Dyer/EE/DOE@DOE, Elizabeth Shearer/EE/DOE@DOE  
Subject: FEMP's Policy Recs, Take 2

Darrell:

Thanks,
Ellyn and Bev
To: Darrell Beschen/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE, Tom Gross, richard.moorer@hq.doe.gov, Ed Wall,
margaret.singh@ee.doe.gov

Subject: List of policy ideas for OTT
To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: Barbara Sisson/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: NEP Comments

MaryBeth,
To: Elizabeth Shearer/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: Margot Anderson/HQMAIL/HQDOE, Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@DOE, Joan Glickman/EE/DOE@DOE, John Sullivan/EE/DOE@DOE, Schuyler Schell/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: Re: National Energy Policy – clarification

Thanks for the feedback.

Elizabeth Shearer

---

To: Margot Anderson/HQMAIL/HQDOE
cc: Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@DOE, Joan Glickman, John Sullivan/EE/DOE@DOE, MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE, Schuyler Schell/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: National Energy Policy – clarification

Thanks, Beth Shearer, Director, FEMP
Thanks. Beth Shearer, Director, FEMP
To: Gail McKinley/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: Mark Ginsberg/EE/DOE@DOE, Jerry Dion/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: Re: Cheney report

Gail McKinley

To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: Mark Ginsberg/EE/DOE@DOE, Jerry Dion/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: Cheney report

Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: Mark Ginsberg/EE/DOE@DOE, Jerry Dion/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: Cheney report
To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE, Abe.Haspel@ee.doe.gov
cc: 

Subject: Re: national energy strategy assignments

MaryBeth,
This looks straightforward for us (if we had 2 days to write and a day to polish), so let's see what we can do in the time available.
I'll talk to you before the 11:00 staff meeting.

THanks,
Buddy
Abe.Haspel@ee.doe.gov on 02/12/2001 07:29:28 AM

To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE, John Sullivan/EE/DOE@DOE, Buddy Garland/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: 

Subject: national energy strategy assignments

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL on 02/09/2001 07:00:24 PM
To: Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@HQMAIL, John Conti@HQMAIL, Paula Scallingi@HQMAIL, Jay Dratsch@HQMAIL, LARRY PETTIS@HQMAIL, JOHN GRIDLE@HQMAIL
cc: Joseph Kellibers@HQMAIL, Michael Whatley@HQMAIL

Subject: national energy strategy assignments

All,
Jay - this might be all greek to you - give me a call on Monday and I'll fill you in.

Outlines due by 3:00 Monday, Feb 12. Let's regroup on Monday morning for coordination if necessary. Have a good weekend.

Margot

- taskoutst1.doc
To: Linda Silverman/DOE@DOE, abe.haspel@ee.doe.gov, Michael York/EE/DOE@DOE, MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE

cc: 

Subject: linda, here is a draft outline for the new NEP chapter (alternatives and renewables) we spoke to

Chapter7 renewables and alternatives outline.doc
To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: Robert Dixon/EE/DOE@DOE, David Bassett/EE/DOE@DOE, Linda Silverman/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: A major typo in the renewables NEP submission to Margot

---

Forwarded by Lawrence Mansueti/EE/DOE on 02/21/2001 08:42 AM

---

To: Linda Silverman/EE/DOE@DOE, Lawrence Mansueti/EE/DOE@DOE, David Bassett/EE/DOE@DOE
cc:

Subject: RE: two remaining submissions

Linda, Larry and David:

Bob

---

Forwarded by Robert Dixon/EE/DOE on 02/20/2001 04:00 PM

---

MaryBeth Zimmerman 02/20/2001 03:57 PM

To: Margot Anderson@HQMAIL @ HQDOE
cc: Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@DOE, John Sullivan/EE/DOE@DOE, Robert Dixon/EE/DOE@DOE, Buddy Garland/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: RE: two remaining submissions

---

15695

DOE017-0323
To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL
cc: Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL, John Sullivan/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL, Buddy Garland/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL

Subject: RE: 

-----Original Message-----
From: MaryBeth Zimmerman
Sent: Tuesday, February 20, 2001 3:10 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Haspel, Abe; Sullivan, John; Garland, Buddy

Subject:
To:  Robert Dixon/EE/DOE@DOE, David Rodgers/EE/DOE@DOE, Michael York/EE/DOE@DOE, Sam Baldwin/EE/DOE@DOE, Linda Silverman/EE/DOE@DOE, Darrell Beschen/EE/DOE@DOE
cc:  Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: New Renewable chapter

(PS – my apologies that my home e-mail access lacks spell check)

Joseph Kelliher@HQMAIL on 02/20/2001 07:22:46 PM

To:  MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL
cc:  Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL, John Sullivan/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL, Margot Anderson@HQMAIL

Subject: RE: NEP drafts
2. Let me think about that.

3. Thank you.

---Original Message---
From: MaryBeth Zimmerman  
Sent: Tuesday, February 20, 2001 6:33 PM  
To: Kelliher, Joseph  
Cc: Anderson, Margot; Haspel, Abe; Sullivan, John  
Subject: NEP drafts

I have a couple of brief follow-up questions/items related to the energy plan:

Of course, please let us know if you need anything further.

Thanks,

Mary Beth Zimmerman

<< File: Chapter 4 - efficiency mbzsfb.doc >>
2. Let me think about that.

3. Thank you.
I have a couple of brief follow-up questions/items related to the energy plan:

Of course, please let us know if you need anything further.

Thanks,

Mary Beth Zimmerman

<< File: Chapter 4 - efficiency mbzsfb.doc >>
To: #EE-DAS, #EE-ADAS, Kenneth Friedman/EE/DOE@DOE, Jerry Dion/EE/DOE@DOE, Linda Silverman/EE/DOE@DOE, Elynn Krevitz/EE/DOE@DOE, Ed Wall/EE/DOE@DOE, David Rodgers/EE/DOE@DOE

cc: Gail McKinley/EE/DOE@DOE, Philip Tseng/EE/DOE@DOE, Peggy Podolak/EE/DOE@DOE, William Noel/EE/DOE@DOE, Philip Overholt/EE/DOE@DOE, Lawrence Mansueti/EE/DOE@DOE, Sam Baldwin/EE/DOE@DOE, Darrell Bescher/EE/DOE@DOE, Michael York/EE/DOE@DOE, Joel Rubin/EE/DOE@DOE, Nancy Jeffery/EE/DOE@DOE, Philip Patterson/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: Yet another NEP update!
To: Joseph Keliher@HOMAIL @ HQDOE
cc: Margot Anderson@HOMAIL @ HQDOE, Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@DOE, John Sullivan/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: NEP drafts

I have a couple of brief follow-up questions/items related to the energy plan:

Of course, please let us know if you need anything further.

Thanks,

Mary Beth Zimmerman
6-7249

Chapter 4 - efficiency r
We took a quick look at the revised Section 1 and have a few comments on the second part.
To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: Darrell Beschen/EE/DOE@DOE, Jerry Dion/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: Re: new version of overview sections

sec1 1 ik mbz redline.qat

MaryBeth Zimmerman

MaryBeth Zimmerman 02/20/2001 09:18 AM

To: #EE-DAS, #EE-ADAS, Kenneth Friedman/EE/DOE@DOE, Jerry Dion/EE/DOE@DOE, Linda Silverman/EE/DOE@DOE, Elyn Knvitz/EE/DOE@DOE, Ed Wall/EE/DOE@DOE, David Rodgers/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: Gail McKinley/EE/DOE@DOE, Phillip Tseng/EE/DOE@DOE, Peggy Podolak/EE/DOE@DOE, William Noel/EE/DOE@DOE, Philip Overholt/EE/DOE@DOE, Lawrence Manuel/E/DOE@DOE, Sam Baldwin/EE/DOE@DOE, Darrell Beschen/EE/DOE@DOE, Michael York/EE/DOE@DOE, Joel Rubin/EE/DOE@DOE, Nancy Jeffery/EE/DOE@DOE, Philip Patterson/EE/DOE@DOE

Subject: new version of overview sections

Thanks.

Forwarded by MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE on 02/20/2001 08:59 AM

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL on 02/19/2001 05:22:12 PM

To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL, John Sullivan/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL, Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL, TREVOR COOK@HQMAIL, PaulaScaling@HQMAIL, Robert Kripowicz@HQMAIL, WILLIAM MAGWOOD@HQMAIL, Michael Whatley@HQMAIL, LARRY PETTIS@HQMAIL, JAMES KENDELL@HQMAIL, jkstert@bpa.gov@internet@HQMAIL
cc: Joseph Kehrer@HQMAIL

15705

DOE017-0333

Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
Subject: new version section 1

All,